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Introduction

Our Data Holdings

The Biological and Chemical Oceanography Data Management Office (BCO-DMO) is a domain-specific digital data repository
that works with investigators funded under the National Science Foundation’s Division of Ocean Sciences and Office of Polar
Programs to manage their data free of charge. Data managers work closely with investigators to satisfy their data sharing
requirements and to develop comprehensive Data Management Plans, as well as to ensure that their data will be well
described with extensive metadata creation. Additionally, BCO-DMO offers tools to find and reuse these high-quality data and
metadata packages, and services such as DOI generation for publication and attribution. These resources are free for all to
discover, access, and utilize.
As a repository embedded in our research community, BCO-DMO is well positioned to offer knowledge and expertise from
both domain trained data managers and the scientific community at large. BCO-DMO is currently home to more than 9000
datasets and 900 projects, all of which are or will be submitted for archive at the National Centers for Environmental
Information (NCEI). Our data holdings continue to grow, and encompass a wide range of oceanographic research areas,
including biological, chemical, physical, and ecological. These data represent cruises and experiments from around the world,
and are managed using community best practices, standards, and technologies to ensure accuracy and promote re-use. BCODMO is a repository and tool for investigators, offering both ocean science data and resources for data dissemination and
publication.

Planning, Submission, and Citation
BCO-DMO strives to make data management and
submission easy for our contributors. The office
works closely with investigators to build robust data
and metadata packages, and BCO-DMO data
managers apply community standard vocabularies
and perform gross quality control for each dataset
in our system.

BCO-DMO’s data system provides access to marine ecosystem research results from around the
world, including data and imagery from cruises, experiments, and models.

We foster data discovery through multiple search tools, making it easy for users to find and
download datasets for re-use.

Text Search

Use our elastic search or database search to find datasets by cruise, project, person, etc.

Elastic Search

Database Search
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In both the elastic and database search
interface, you can:
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1 Type in your search parameter
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2 Filter search by category

Tools & Services
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The tools and services available at BCO-DMO are free to all users.

Data Management Plans
The Data Management Plan (DMP) tool,
available at BCO-DMO, helps investigators
develop plans that meet their funding
agency’s data policy requirements.
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Map Search

Access the DMP tool and BCO-DMO’s DMP
template through our Resources page.
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Data contributed by P. Edmunds & G. Tsounis
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Digital Object Identifiers
1 Every dataset at BCO-DMO is
assigned a DOI

DOIs
are
minted
by
the
Woods
2
Hole Open Access Server
(WHOAS).

Use our geospatial interface to search for
datasets by keyword, data type, or region.
1 Enter your search term
2 Restrict search results to region of interest
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using map zoom
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3 Run search and select a deployment from
the results

4 Select a dataset from the deployment collection

View, download, and cite any data package
Download
View

BCO-DMO fosters data discoverability and re-use
through partnerships and web technologies.
Semantic Web technology and Linked Open Data
allow BCO-DMO to connect our datasets with
relevant information submitted to other
repositories, improving the quality and value of
the data packages.
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